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A b s t r a c t

Л model i« proposed in which, cosmological constant is

cancelled automatically because of the back reaction on i t of

a scalar field (i? coupled to curvature К • The cancellation

takes place if two conditions are imposed on the theory,namely

vanishing of mass and selfinteraction of field U? .

The vacuum energy in the frameworks of the model considered

does not dissapear completely but only up to the order of

Pc ~ "?5> / ^ * ^ i s leads to some modification) of the

standard expansion scenario.
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39» Einstein equations as is well known permit the

railcation by adding a ooamologleal terwu

where M $ S : Ю 1 9 GeY i s the Planch mass, ~Lt i e the entrgy-

momentum tensor of matter and )ь corresponds to gravitational

interaction of vacuum. I t ±a eonranient to define the тасопа

eoersir denaitjr idricb i« connected «ith the last texs in eq. (1)x

TS — X M f /i 1Г • lodera aatronoeical data ehow that

>
 i f
 °

o&T
eniehing

(
 is extrenely small:
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/ (2)

Any energetic scale in eleeentary particl* ptayeice is

епохяоив in eooparlson with this number.

13» first question which arises is «fay vacutui does not

gravitate? Why does not grarttete the eero point energy

1
 ? there are infinite contributions fro» any particle spe-

cies into this energy* Probably the infinities in the total

sue of these contributions are cancelled out as a consequence

of supersynaetry* In reality however superayametry is broken,

so the finite part in ft^
c
 should generally surrLve and be of

the order of 7W ? where bf is a characteristic aass scale.

By an unknown reason this energy does not influence the evolu-

tion of the universe.

fhe situation is even aore weird in gauge theories with

spontaneous symmetry breaking. The point is that a vacuum ex-

pectation value of Rlggs field Y necessarily leads to the



1 j.
поптего cosmological tem, "£ v (XJ **-> 2^* 4j?> И у . The

corresponding vacuum energy is about 10 9^- for the Wein-

berg - Salam model and is of the order of 10 УМ^ for Grand

Unification Theories, As the condensatee of the Higgs fields

develop after sufficient expansion and cooling of the universe
2
 , the initial -vacuum energy should be nonzero and its value

have to coincide with that of the later developed condensates

with the accuracy, which is better than a hundred orders of

magnitude. One can hardly believe in such a superfine tuning

and some attempts •*' have been made to find a more natural

explanation of the smallneas of the cosmological constant.

This paper presents an attempt to find a model of self-

cancellation of coamologlcal term. It is assumed that there

exists a field If which interacts with vacuum energy in such

a way that the amplitude of the field rises so that vacuum con-

densate of V is produced. The energy of this condensate

should compensate the vacuum energy which initialy was the

source ot the condensate developeaent. Naturally the rate of

this process should be of the order of /f"' , where /У is the

Bubble constant, and the expected value of the resulting cosmo-

logical term is about {-f
2
* which is close to the existing

bound*

JLs the first and let admit, unsatisfactory possibility we

will consider a measles* sealer field which has no interactions

but gravitional one. Some features of this'model can be of in-

terest for- what follows. Let assume for simplicity that the

universe is spatially flat ( /(=0):
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In this metric W sat isf ies the equation

where (-/=:& / a i s the Hubble constant; ? i s a numerical

constant (for conformally invariant case ? я 1/6). Scalar cur-

vature ^ can be expressed, using the Einstein equations,

through the trace of the energy-momentum tensor

(5)

where JM does not coincide with My because of the correc-

tions due to nonzero M7 (see below) •

For comforaal fields T"C = 0 i f quantum corrections are

neglected ( i . e . in the tree approximation).

We will consider spatially homogeneous solutions of eq.(4)

1Р=гФ(*) . If ^ £ 4 0» there exist solutions which rise

with time. In particular when the energy-momentum tensor i s

dominated by the vacuum term, f^rr^^TPvtoc /<3My » %= 12.H ,

and eq.(4) has the solutions

XРог ^ < 0 one of these solutions increases with X and. con-

sequently the contribution of КО into energy-momentum tensor

should not be neglected:



(7)

V 4 Hf >*

CorreeponOiagly the «oolar ourvatart ie equal to

»>

And H i* defined Ъу the equation

e )

The depondenee of ^ and H on iP being takes into

account, the exponential riee of oolution (6) becomes linear

one each that Cf -^ Ц j°wic / U~b Ъ ) «toen t~* O4 • ̂ on-

aequently R quickly Taaiehes, R &~ "t" , Unfortunately it

ie sot only £ that vanishes but also the gravitation itself

because the effective gravitational constant tends to zero:
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Before discussing a better aod«l let us comment oa the

spatial dependence of unstable eolation of eq. (4). If the

lar curvature is not spatially constant it «ill drive the for-

mation of the condensate of ijP only in the ease of rather

large characteristic scale of the natter inhonogeneity

(ID

Foe example, for p * 1 g/етг the Ф -condensate would

be formed i f the matter distribution i s hoaogeaeous up to dis-

tances 1O U си/ (1ъ^) ^ .

Apart of kill ing the gravition the model discttssed аЬоте

does not lead to compensation of the eosmologiaal term becaose

~Fy (,/J __^ я у f the scalar curratare being coapensated

honerer. Moreover, infinitely rising field <fii)r*t does r

not look тегу appealing* It i s desirable to find a aodel tdiere

•* t^+O* end JL

fhe simplest way to realise this Idea by introducing a

nonzero mass of the field IP or i t s sel f coupling ^ Ф im-

mediately encounters diff icult ies. In this ca'e extra terms

appear in eq.(4):

As above К can be expressed through the trace of U

in which now new terms appear which do not ranieh for <f«consti
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The last tezm in tbe r.h.s<> of this equation i s the quantum

conformal anomaly •*' produced by loops of self interacting

iP . One ahoulu remember that in matrix elements of 7V the

anomalous term survive в only for momenta exoeeding ГЧ •

With the appropriate choice of the parameter sings eq.(10)

has solutions which tend to a nonzero constant ( ^-*consty*0)

as t —=j> eA , This solutions however leads to the condition

Ш\ X<P2-t Ъ Rs Q but not to j£« 0. If we put )H~X => 0

then simultaneously disaapears the anomalous term in eq.(13)

and we return to the first model.

Probably the massless scalar field LP with the Yukawa

coupling Я^Р^рФ to the originality massless spinor field

vpviffiLl serve our purpose better. Anomalous term 6TL —PL-'T

can appear because of the coupling between iP and j * . If in

addition the theory can be formulated in such a way that

neither mass nor an effective selfinteraction of IP (for

constant <P ) arise, the gravitating vacuum energy proves to

be tending to zero with time.

Such conditions imposed on the theory i s difficult to call

natural* Probably the model could be changed so that some sym-

metry argi№*nta forbid nonvanishing effective selfinteraction

for constant UP . Ho such model was found yet but at least

i t ehould be checked whether the model under discussion i s not

selfcontradictory»

Thus we assume that the classical homogeneous field

satisf ies the equation
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and that for ^ - 9 const

< 1 5 )

'/V
/ / i l l

One can see that U> =c «Pe — ( 4р**с / ' J 3 ' / is the

solution of this equation. In what follows we «irgue that (j?

indeed tends to 4 o and that this classical field indeed eats
up the cosmological term. In this model the gravitational cons-

tant is changing with time from its initial value (•»,- M to

+ 8l«| (^\~
l
)^~ ̂its asymptotic value G

o
~ Ai + 8l«| (^\~

l
)^o~ ̂ % • ТЬ*

3
 vari-

ation however is not in contradiction with astronomy. The ana-

logous changing of the gravitational constant due to the clas-

sical scalar field was discussed in ref. ' •

If "3R<0, eq. (14) has unstable solutions leading to

vacuum condensate of KD . kc a result the spinor field becomes

massive, УПш~ Я^о • I* i s noteworthy that despite the ob-

tained mass of vi/ the energy-momentum tensor remains traseless

in the tree approximation i f "̂  * 1/6. (If one considers a mas-

sive from the beginning spinor field interacting with a scalar

field, the condition T\. » 0 can be also ful l f i l led. To this

(
p

end a total derivative ('/&)(. Яpi^- %Я>1) (Jf 15*' W^) *"
77should be added to 77, v in the f^at space-time.) If

an extra term proportional to St^YT 4>Pears in

We will not take i t into account however because i t proves to

be small. The main contribution into Ты » which compen-

sates Pvaz. * i s Si^en by the anomalous term A KP ** .
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Already at this step the inconsistency of the approach is

very well seen. £IJ.(14) considered as the equation far matrix

elements of U? is valid in the tree approximation whereas the

anomalous term In TZo ia absent in thiii approximation.
Г

In one loop approximation, the effective potential receives the
о

contribution of the type

&г€я И $*«*•.' • 'J об)

?or Cf *5£> St & the first tern leads to re no reali-

zation of ) . The second term is to be exterminate "by hand",

i.e. by imposing the normalization condition Д » 0. It is also

assumed that no ultraviolet cutoff A enters the calculation

due to (supposed) cancellation between fermion and boson con»

trlbution to tue effective potentialM&ote that their contri-

bution to the conformal anomaly are of the same sign). This is

evidently the weakest point of the construction. As for many

loops, their contribution into the effective potential is un-

known. If the cutoff Л is also cancelled for many loops, their

contribution ia of the form S*U"= f ̂ Ffolfleai the single con-

dition which shou'.d be imposed on the theory is F(O)
S
Q.

Maybe some other models of this type, but based on gauge

or chiral fields, will be more natural. The gauge or chiral in-

variance could be violated because of interaction with R . Un-

fortunately no satisfactory model was yet found. It seems howe-

ver that independently of concrete details the phenomeaological

consequences of these model should be qualitatively the same.
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Thus, with a l l the weak points kept in mind, the proposed

feed-back mechanism enforces the scalar curvature to zero when

U? tends to a oonatant value. We « i l l argue in what follow.-:

that not only Д tends to zero but also a l l the cosmolocic&l

ten» Q\fyit9u4 • 1& other words the energy momentum tensor of

the classical field LP0 i s proportional to i W • First of

al l l e t note that fL? (<f) does not vanish when U> = const

because 7~£ <^ if • 7Iw»̂ f/ ^leS a ra thf r complicated

nonlocal structure but when <f —^ const only terms proportio-

nal to Q^ should survive. To see this let consider the

equation

C l 7 )

where О and P are respectively energy and pressure density

of fields if and Ф in spatially homogeneous case ( i . e .

Ф г ^ С * ) and u*— ^ \jt) ) . This equation i s equivalent

to the sum of Dirac equation for \J/ and Klein-Gordon equation

for lr . In the tree approximation p ~ ^ ^ + (term3 not con-

taining £p ) and K>-t-P =• f + . . . • 1^ higher orders of per-

turbation theory (loops) led to P + P ^ 0 f o r Ч' e const ,

i t would drastically change the wave equation for (P :

=0 da)

where ft l^) r |0 -hJD at *P -> const . This seems improbable

and one would expect ^>+J>-» 0 and consequently T у

as f-a> const.
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Returning to eq.(15; l e t us note that the condition £>=0

in the f lat space-time i s fi i f i l l ed separately in each order of

perturbation theory.

A detailed investigation of solution 01' eq. (12) i s impoa-

soble because the dependence of fs, in derivatives of LP i s

unknown (aee eq.(15))« Moreover the production of quanta of Ц>-

field by variating c lass ical field 4 Cv i s not taken into

account. The l a t t e r i s proportional to iW-t j to a power and

1з equivalent to a f r ic t ion force.

Me will assume that at the "beginning" the cosmological

term was nonzero, P ^ a c ^ fft , .Р/ч.с^ °« ^ e following behavi-

our of Ц> ( t ) 1з expected in th i s case. 'When 77»\/ i s domi-

nated by the vacuum energy# <-P r i ses exponentially in accor-

dance with eq . (6) . I t i s convenient to consider the difference

/=($-3)/#» ' where *fo= lfy»c/tflft fit ° '
i s the limiting value of U7 as "fc —т* оо • In neglect of deri-

vative terms in R and H , yi <^> "t when Pvaclf ^ P m a t t e r

where О raatter i s the energy density of the usual matter pre-

sent in the universe. The damping of T being deternined by

the term 3^ ( o1?jO,ac fet*1) 'll (pm jj>^)4 J should de-
crease as i~ . (The substi tution of )(<^"t~* into

( j^m /&яас +f ) Л / г leads to the solution X *v* гхр (-^j.)

The important point here i s the necessity of a large

"fr ict ion" term, which i s not explicitely written down in the

equation, so that the difference ( A^ /Л,А* •+• JC ) keeps to be

posit ive. Moreover IP should tend to (O J4ow enough in 3uch

a way that a fast change of Руас_ because of phase t ransi-

tions mentioned above leaves Q > 0. Otherwise the des-
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cribed mechanism with the chosen signs of parameters becomes

nonoperative.

In this qualitative discussion ot the behaviour of iP(t)

ire did not yet take into account the r.h.s. of the eq. (14). It

seems natural to estimate Ф U* as the number density of mas-

sive spinor particles ( ^ V " 3 fo ^* Usually this number

density fells as t and in this sence there i3 no contra-

diction with our claim that R " (p.r*e~ If^h/^» However

in this case the energy density of 4" -particles proves to be

too large. Probably the detailed calculations show no contra-

diction with the data (e.g. because of initial conditions). If

it does not help, there is another way to mend the leakage by

inventing a gauge vector field interacting with ^ . In this

case the interaction between Ф fi becomes long range and leads

to an increase of their annihilation (see ref. ^ for the dis-

cussion of the burning out of magnetic monopoles in early uni-

verse). As a result the energy density of Ф can be sufficient-

ly small.

ЧЛахз with so&e efforts the cosmological term «right be made

small. The standard scenario of the universe evolution is

changed in this case. First of all the standard expression for

the universe age

"4A- ~СГ

becomes invalid. If P
va0
*> 0 the contradiction between the

modern value of the Hubble constant /У * 100 km/sec Mp& and

X
u
 = (15 - 17)«10°у could be avoided. The bound on the num-
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ber of neutrino species , which follows from the data on

cosmological abundances of f^€ and H , becomes Bass restric-

tive. If the cosmological constant always satisfies Inequality

(2), it would not influence the primordial nucleosynthesis. In

the discussed model however О
 у
 (as the Hubble constant) is

not constant in time but goes like r»j> ft . That is why its

role could be noticeable during all the history of the universe.

It is interesting also to consider the spatial dependence of

the classical field Ф « As was noted above its variation is

possible on scales restricted by condition (11)» For objects

which size is larger than £ a. drastic change of gravitational

forces could be possible. The detailed discussion seems however

premature until a more realistic and sore definite model is

found. One could hope nevertheless that the principal features

of this approach remain the same in a better model.

I would like to thank A.D.Linde and la.B.Zeldovich for

discussions and critisiem*
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